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S1lI!MARY 

This Record describes the operation and maintenance of the 
Mawson seismio and geomagnetic observatories during 1963. I was resident 
geophysicist in charge of these observatories from February 1963 to 
FebrUary 1964 . 

Results of scientific work ·will be published in separate 
reports. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1955 a geomagnetio observatory was established at Mawson 
by W.E. Oldham (1957) . He installed a three-component normal-aensitivit,r 
La Cour magnetograph. Since that year the geophysical programme has expanded 
to include an insensitive three-component La Cour magnetograph, a bar-fluxmeter 
magnetograph, and a three-component Benioff seismograph. 

2. VOYAGE TO MAWSON 
" 

ll. S. Nella Dan l eft Melbourne on 9th J anu.a.ry 1963 bound for 
Beard Island, MawBon, and Davis. The ship arrived at Heard leland on 
26th Januar,y 196) and I went ashore at Atlas Cove in the afternoon of the 
28th to carry out absolute observations. Unfortunately strong wind, poor 
light, and lack of time prevented me from observing H and Z, but a good 
value of D was obtained using a previously determined azimuth. 

Tbe ship arrived at MawBon on 2nd Februar,y. 

). CBANGE~OVER 1963 

During the change-over period of ten d.a3s the outgoill8 
geophysicist (John Branson) and I calibrated two components of the 
seismograph (Branson, 1965), and successfully compared the Mawson 
absolute geomagnetic instruments with those brought from Melbourne . 

The proton magnetometer, taken to Mawson for the first 
time, failed to operate properly because its tunill8 circuit did not have 
sufficient range to enable the instrument to measure a magnetic field of the 
strength that exists at Mawaon. 

Qn 10th Februar,y I ofricial~ took over the position of 
Observer in Charge at the Mawson geop~sical observatory. 

4. IlAINTENANCE AND BUILDING D4HlOvnlENTS 

Office (see Plate 1) 

During the year I complete~ repainted the inside and outside 
of the office. To make a good job of the exterior of the building it was 
necessar,y "to "remove all the old paint from the walls with a blowlamp. This 
extra '"work could have " been a.voided if in tbe previous year bi tuminoU8 paint 
had geen used to paint tbe office exterior. The paint applied in that year 
peeled badlY " because it bad an oil base and was applied direct~ over 

"bituridnoUs pa.irit~ I used bituminous· paint and recommend that i te use be 
continued in future years beoause of its ease of application, its lasting 
"propert,y, " and the ease with which weathered parts can be t ouohed up neatly. 

Several wet snowfalls occurred in the summer months and the 
affice skylights leaked badly. To overcome this I applied a rubber compound 
called Hornex to the joints of skylights and roof. This prevented further 
leoking. 

I improved the exterior of the office further by removing 
the pipe rack which had been built on an office wall in an earlier year. 
Not " only was this rack ugly but the weight of the pipes wa.s a oonstant 
hazard- tOo the wall. Besides pipes, the rack also supported the forty-four
gallon -fuel "drum supplying the office oil heater,eo it was necessary to 
bUild a "new stand "for the drum. I built this stand ueing steel piping. 
With the pipe rack gone it was possible to put the drum closer to the 
beate:z:, thus reducing the length of' fuel pipe outside the building by about 
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8 ft . I alao raised the drum, thus inoreasing the head of fuel to the heater. 
These modifioations should considerably improve winter operation when the 
fuel suppl ying the heater thicka~6 with cold. 

Absolute house 

During the year I repaired a badly broken panel on the exterior 
of the hut, repainted the floor, completely repainted the exterior, and weather
proofed the windows with Hornex. I also repaired a broken leg on the BMZ 
shel ter and repainted the shelter. 

Variometer house 

I repainted the windward walls of the hut and caulked several 
cracks in the roof and exterior walls with putty. Rubber around the piers in 
the hut was in poor condition and often needed repair after blizzards. 

I repainted the batter,y box. 

Seismic hut 

I repainted and carried out minor repairs to the outside of 
the hut. The rubber around the seismometer "and galvanometer piers was replaoed. 

Proton m¥BAetometer shelter 

At WilkeB~ trouble had been enoountered with the proton 
magnetometer, and this was thought to be due to low temperatures affecting 
tlie" oper ation" of " relqs. Acoordingly Melbourne Office instruoted me to build 
a "simple"heated "shelter to keep the inBtrume~t warm when it was brought to 
Mawson for the ohange-over oomparisons. 1 used a l arge A.N.A.R.E. - oaee for 
this pu"t'pose, windproofing 1 t on all sides, and built a 500-watt radiator to 
heat it. The shelter proved quite effective. 

5. MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY 

Normal-sensitivity La Cour magneto graph 

The normal magnetograph recorded oontinuousl y throughout the 
year exoept for oocasional drive stoppages and adjustments . 

During the year, the optical. system was adjusted for three 
reasons : 

(a) To improve the quality of all traces. 

(b) To shift the H temperature trace farther aw~ from the 
baseline, in order to eliminate the use of the reserve 
temperature trace. 

(c) To shift the Z trace into a better position on the 
magnetogram. 

Insenei tive La Cour magnetograph 

The insensitive magnetograph needed no attention, and 
operated continuously except for occasional drive stoppages. 

Masseto~a~~ oontrol observations 

Absolute geomagnetio observations, and R and Z scale-value 
determinationa,were made, on the average, four times per month. Care was 

" alWB3S t8.ke~ to do these during geomQ8netioally quiet periods . 

The"rmos"tatic control of variometer hut (see Plate 8) 

During the year, the temperature in the variometer hut ranged 
from about plus five degrees centigrade to minus twenty-five degrees centigrade. 
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It was therefore desirable to ~.troduce controlled heating into the hut, firstly 
to make it more comfortable for the geophysicist when he changed the records ' 
or had to spend a. Icing time in the hut 9 and secondly to avoid making tedious 

. temperature corrections to the magnetograms. Engineer Don Creighton kindly 
de"signed a nori"InW1etic tranaietorised thermostat employing a thermistor and 
operating from the 6 .. vol"t ··D.C. supply to the hut. The thermostat was 
designed to keep the hut at any temperature between plus five and minus five 
cfegrees centigrade. I designed a suitable switohing unit opera.ting from the 
transistor oircuit to control the radiators in the hut . The unit employed a 
rel~, IDicroswitch, and A. C. contaotor. The combined circuit is shown in 

. Plate 8. I built the transietor unit into the magnetograph control panel 
"and" placed the "thermistor on the pier next to the variometers of the normal
"sensitivity magnetograph. The rel839 microswitch, and A.C. contactor I 
"bUilt "into the magnetograj:lh battery boxp which is epme dis"te.:Gce from the hut . 
"This was to " prevent " these magnetic components from affecting the variometers . 
"The thermos"tat" operated very successfully and kept the inet!'Ulllents wi thin 
a range of " two centigrade degrees except in the summer months, when the sun 
heated the hut a few degrees above the setting of the thermostat. 

Before the heaters in the hut could be used I found it 
necessary to dismantle, redesign, and reinBta,ll them because previously 
they had been installed with inad"equate thermal insulation to operate as 
lOOO-watt units . 

The final switching arrangements permits controlled heating 
power of 1000 to 4000 watts in 1000-watt steps o 

La Cour masp~tographs time-mark control 

The La Cour "cloak, which supplies time-marks to the 
magnetographs , operated well throughout the yeare As the weight cord was 
in: poor condi tron" I replaced. it " during the year. Unfortunately the nylon 
cord sent from Melbourne f or the purpose was of the wrong diameter so that 
it was necessar,y to use cotton twine. I ordered nylon cord of the correct 
size for" 1964~ 

I installed a 0 to 4 rnA meter in the office in s~ries with 
th"e "magnetogra.ph time"':liries so that a regular check could be made" on the time
mark "" circui"t " during the day. The time-lines run from the office to the 
variome"ter hut situated about half' a mile &"83 and they break occasionally, 
partioular~ in the section where th~ pass through the camp. The detection 
system proved its worth several times. 

Ba:t .. flumeter (see Plates 4 and 5p and Appendix 1) 

Bar- fluxmeter record loes was heavy early in the year, owing 
to " (a) paper jamming iri the camera and (b) the fluxmeter spot drifting off 
the" camera a8 a resw. t of temperature variations in the hut. The camera 
trouble was traced to the vee-pulley that drives the spring and so drives 
"the taKe;"up " spool. This pulley was badly worn and allowed the spring to 

"slip" A "new pUl.1"ey was out on a lathe by the engineer, and the camera gave 
no"" further "trouble . I made many attempts to control the hut temperature 
thermOstaticallY in an effort to reduce losses due to drifting of the trace, 
but""wae "forced to abandon these attempts because the seismic galvanometers 
were affected when the heater switched on and off - the torsion in the 
gal:vanonieter ribbons depended upon temperature, and the sudden change in 

""temperature as the therniostat ope+ated caused periodic uneven spacing of 
lines on the seiSmograms. I ov"ercame most drifting losses, however , by 
making a reserve spot system for the fluxmeter from prisms taken from the 
"disUsed" mm s"eie.mic ~ recorder . 

" " : " 

Late in the year the fluxmeter movement suddenly became' 
" stuok. I found "i t necessary to dismantle the fluxmeter and adjust a small 
-brass braoket" above the coil to free it. Before putting the fluxmeter back 
""in.- semca , "1 decdded to alter its installation in the hut. In the old 
" arrangement , "the fluxmet"er and camera were ins talled on a common wooden 

frameWork at"taohed to a small conorete pier. This wa.s \Ulsatisfactory 
because it was impossible to take paper from the camera without violent~ 
disturbing the fluxmeter. I removed the wooden framework and reinstal l ed 
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the fluxmet.er on the Gon~rete pi~~. I .built a separate wooden 
floer f or the camers. Thie arrangement was most ~atisfactory. 
a new eafelight 0",)'6.1:' t he :~ameI:'~, to 1'ao:1.1i tate record changing. 

stand on the 
I ,installed 

Win.d noise en t he bar-fluxmeter traces was high early in 
the year. T"nis noise WM elimi.'U.ted by build.1.."lg a rock wall to protect 
the bar from ths TInt. I did no t re-erect the old masonite shelter which 

'ha.d. been dismantled to re;:l).(W8 thfl H a~d Z bars, be'.::aus6 r ecords of previous 
geophysicis-:s (Kirtt;ln , 1960, Holl iP.gaworth p 1962) s tated that the cover 
filled with drift. Hollingelrorth stated that wind ... noise WaB caused on the 
trace by snow linking the co~e~ t~ the bars . 

I successful~ co~ibrated t he bar-fluxmeter by winding a coil 
i n the fonn of a. Circular t.el1:t e-=~':l.",:,.d the bar &nd passing a series of 
SiilUBOidal currents of known s "!i::-:s.ngths and frequencies t~ough the coil. By 
meaa~ing the deflections r eODrded O~ the trace for each frequency a scale 
va.lue for tbat frequen(.:y was d:e·,,;,,rmined. Appendix 1 gives detaila of this 
calibration. 

Water in ba:r , 
While winding the oal i bration. coil in tbe heated office, a 

cOllsiderable ql.7.8Jl+.i ty of wa.ter drained from the bar. The bar did not appear 
damaged. as tl. reaul t of this, a:cd. I ordered ma.terial from Melbourne t o 
r e-wea.therproof it. 

6. SEISMIC OBSERVATORY 

The ali eeismi.C"l installati,j:tl 

The ·eei f'Jllio :lns"talla"ticn prior to my arrival at Mawson 
cons:!.Ated of H, ve.rtic·al · Ber.inff e~ismnmeter driving a galv8..'lometer of 

-free period 0.2 seccinds t and two horizontal Benioff seismometers each 
driVing a galvah,ome·ter of freA pariod 70 seconds . The seismometers had a 
natur.91 period of .1 .0 sec")nds. Reo.')rding was done via a 30-mm/min three
cha."lllel, one-drum recorder b'.2il t in the mm. workshops and modified at 
Mawson Qy Merrick: in 1960 (Morrie<, 1961). 

Thp. above j.nsta11ation. suff ered from two important 
disadvantages. Firs tly, the recorder was not capable of giving a 
seiamograili. of t he quality cbtainable from a precision-buil t in,strum.~.nt, 
and eecondly, the lrAlg-period ga~·~-an.o.tnetar8 were affected by temperature 
ohanges t o such an extent tbat th~ oft~~ produced ~ost useless records. 
It was tber~Iore desirable to alter the seismic installation by empl oying 
a new recorder and temperature-~table galvanomet ers . 

Installation of Ben.1.off reoorder and 1 -second. lvanometars 
see Pl ates 29 3, and 6 ~ 

A Benioff 60- mm/min t hree-channel sei smic recorder was 
·'·taken t o Mawson t o repl ace t.b.~ mm :recorder. Two galvanome t ers, each 
·with· a freet -period of 14 seconda, were taken t o replace the galvSllometers 
with free periods of 70 s e(:onds. It was hoped that the new gal·"Bnometers, 
because of their eho~ter per.iod~ would be less affected by temperature 
charigeB thim the old. This proved to be correct. 

I began tha ins tallation of the new recorder and 
. galvanometers on 16·t h Ff.'tbrtl8.T.Y 1963. Prior to this I had dis covered 
tliat ·tne d.a.mping r eai s tsncee URed j.n both horiZontal seiElmometer circuits 

·were incor=e(lt~ The sE')ismometElr s hs;d been underd.ampeti ai.nee 1961. They 
··haa. be~:a wired with a 250-ohm signal coil con.figu:ration and a 187-ohm 
.. diUoping coil configuratton . The damping coils fed into 562 ohm and the 

aignal ··c::>ilg· irito 750 ohm. A resi stance of 250 ohm had been placed in 
ser ies· with the seismometer s .i.de of the 500- ohm attenuator boxes. The 
seismometers cannot be (:ri ti (;al1y damped under these condi tiona. (Ref. 
Operating· and MaintenSJ'lce Manual B~nioff Seismometers). 

In order to Qbtain critic~l damping of the horizontal 
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seismometers I found it necessary to alter their coil configurations.
I al's° altered the coil configuration in the vertical seismometer because
the impedance of the original configuration was found to be outside the
range Of the Willmore Calibration Bridge (Branson, 1964).

To install the Berioff recorder it was necessary to remove
part of an interior wall of the hut and rebuild part of the workbench.

Because of lack of time at the beginning of the year, I
was unable to build a proper stand for the recorder, so I placed it on
wooden blocks on the floor of the hut. Later in the year, with the help
of the carpenter John Davidson, I built a wooden stand for the recorder
and installed it in place of the blocks.

The old method of running cables from the attenuator boxes
to the galvanometers was unsatisfactory. These cables ran across the floor
of the hut and were continually being trodden upon. I removed these cables,
replaced them with lighter shielded ones, and ran these new cables along
the ceiling. Lighter cables were used because the outgoing geophysicist
thOught that the old cables contracted with temperature decrease and caused
the galvanometers to move on the pier. I replaced the 70-second galvanometers
used in the old seismograph with the 14-second galvanometers. When rewiring
the seibmograph I used banana plugs and sockets between the seismometers
and the attenuator boxes to enable the seismometers to be easily disconnected
from the galvanometers. This made it easier when work had to be done on
the seismometers.

The new seismograph was in operation from 24th February 1964.
It recorded over 900 teleseisma over a period of approximately twelve months.

Hut earthing

When tracing the earth wire from the hut I discovered that
the wire did not run to earth, so I installed a new earth wire of bare, multi-
stranded copper wire and ran it directly from the hut to the sea. The

' seismometers, shielded cables, and galvanometers, were all earthed.

Seism° .a h and bar-fluxmeter time-mark control (see Plate 7)

Minute and hour marks for the seismograph and bar-fluxmeter
were supplied by a Mercer chronometer kept in the office. Lines of telephone
cable connected the chronometer to the instruments, which are about half a
mile away.

Early in the year the hour-mark contact broke and I installed
a new one. 'Trouble was also encountered with failure of minute marks, owing
to dirty contacts. The dirtiness resulted from arcing as the contacts opened
and closed. This trouble was overcome by installing a transistor relay in the
time-mark circuit, thereby reducing the current through the contacts from
13 mA to 1 mA.

The chronometer performed well throughout the year. Its rate
was a function of temperature and could be altered by changing the temperature
of the thermostatically controlled office. This fact proved quite useful,
for it saved stopping the chronometer to adjust it.

Deflections on the seismograph records

From time to time. during the year, pargoularly in the winter
months, spurious deflections occurred on the seismograms. Two types of
deflections occurred and these'were most severe on the long-period records.
The firSt type of deflection was in the form of a "bay" lasting for about
half a minute. These bays were traced to ice cracking beneath the hut. I
actually observed a "bay" occur and heard the simultaneous crack of the ice.
The second.type of deflection was more serious. It took the form of a sudden
deflection of the trace to a new position and the continuation of the trace
in that poeition for up to half an hour, after which time the trace would
suddenly deflect back to its original position. The deflection frequently
occurred almost simultaneously on the long period records and sometimes on



the short period ones as well. This, together with the fact that the
galvanometers required frequent relevelling 9 kiuggests that the pier
changes level. Pier movement was also suggested by Kirton in his
record of the year 1959 (Kirton, 1960).

Long-•eriod fluctuations

Long-period fluctuations as described in the records of
Hollingsworth (1961) and Branson (1965) appeared on the long-period records.
•I eliminated these fluctuations by constructing and fitting styrene foam
covers to the horizontal seismometers (Plate 3). These covers were heated
by a 60-watt lamp fitted at their highest point.

With the carpenter 9 s help I also built and fitted a door
to the seismometer room to keep out draughts from the cold-porch.

Drift snow under the seismic hut

The seismic hut at Nawson is open beneath the floor, and drift
snow accumulates beneath the hut, causing trouble by linking the seismometer
piers to the hut floor. Vibration of the hut, particularly during high winds,
is therefore transferred to the seismometers. This results in almost useless
seismic records. I partially overcame this difficulty by packing bags of
coke between the floor of the hut and the ground, thus preventing to some
degree the entry of drift snow. Canvas was ordered to replace the bags for
1964.

Time-line protection

Near the seismic hut the seismic time-lines pass over a camp
road. On several occasions the lines in this section were damaged by vehicles.
To overcome this inconvenience I passed the time-lines through waterpipes
and bolted the pipes to the rock.

7. RADIO RECEIVER 

An Eddystone radio receiver is kept in the office so that
the Mercer chronometer and La Cour clock can be checked regularly against
time signals broadcast from WWV, WWVH, JJY, and BPV.

During the year a new radio office was built and I obtained
an aerial that was no longer required by the radio branch. I installed a
steel pole outside the office to terminate the aerial and ran the wire to
the top of a nearby Kelly and Lewis mast. The new aerial was longer and
higher than the old one, and improved radio reception considerably.

Several defective valves were replaced in the receiver
during the year and the set was realigned by technician Ron Grafton.

8. CHANGE-OVER AND VOYAGE HOME

M.S. Nella Dan anchored at Mawson on 17th February 1964.
During change-over the incoming geophysicist Robin Cooke and I carried out
a successful set of comparisons of the Mawson absolute instruments with
•instruments brought from Melbourne. BMZ 62 was also successfully compared
•with proton magnetometer MNZ 1. During the change-over I also calibrated
the bar-fluxmeter. The offizial change-over ceremony took place on
'24th February, and M.S. Nella Dan sailed for Davis on the 26th, arriving
there on the 29th0 At Davis I re-occupied the geomagnetic station by
successfully observing H, D9 and Z. This work occupied three days.

22212L2a1 work at Davis

The Geological Branch in Canberra wished to obtain some
samples of dolerite from Davis for age determination, and I was asked by
lettee if I would oblige by collecting some. Five specimens were collected.
Photographs were taken of the dykes from which the specimens were taken, and



the position of each dyke relative tl the camp was noted. I also recorded the
width of each dyke and the bearing cf the line of strike.

The ship sailed for Melbourne on 6th March.
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APPENDIX 1 

BAR-FLUMETER CALIBRATION

Method I calibration

To calibrate the bar-fluxmeter, I wound a calibration coil
consisting of 219 turns of cotton covered copper wire around the bar using
the cylindrical fibre glass cover as a former (Plates 4, 9). Sinusoidal
currents of known magnitude and frequenCy were passed through the cali-
bratiOn coil, and the fluxmeter deflections were noted. Since the currents
flawing through the calibration coil were known, the magnetic field change
in gammas through the calibration coil could be calculated; for a particular
frequency, the scale value in gammas per millimetre trace deflection could
be determined.

To Calculate the field due to the current through the
calibration coil, I assumed that the formula for the field in an infinite
solenoid would be adequate, since the length of the calibration coil was
large in comparison with its diameter.

2a12_29.astminE.:the calibration coil 

Length of calibration coil (L) a 2.19 metre
Number of turns (n)^s 219
Peak calibration current (i)^s 4 x 10 amp.

The mqvimum field strength in the calibration coil is given by(kni/L) x 10 9
gammas. Where k equals 47rx 20 - 7 henry/metre. This gives a peak field of
50 gammas.

The observed and calculated values are tabulated below,
and the results are plotted in Plate 10.

•-■



Period of^ Trace^ Bar-fluxmeter 
calibrating^ deflection^scale value 
magnetic fieldm771-^(gammas/mm)
(sec)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

180

200

235

260

300

17.5

23.9

28.9

33.1

35.8

18.9

41.0

41.9

42.5

46.9

47.5

47.5

46.9

46.5

45.0

43.2

42.8

2.86

2.09

1.73

1.51

1.40

1.29

1.22

1.19

1.18

1.07

1.05

1.05

1.07

1.08

1.11

1.14

1.16

1.17

1.7 *

1.4 *

1.5 *

2.8 *

2.5 *

(=50/17.5)

* These values were determined by comparing geomagnetic pulsations
on the bar-fluxmeter trace with the same pulsations on the La Cour
normal-run magnetograph trace.



PLATE I

(a) The geophysics office before renovation

(b) The geophysics office after renovation

Geophysicol ffronoh,Bureou of Mineral Resources, Geology ond Geophysics. G82/3-55

TO ACCOMPANY RECORD No 1965 /185



PLATE 2

(a) The Benioff 60 mrn/rnin recorder and stand. The heater beneath the stand is to keep the recorder warrr . I

thus prevent it labouring In cold weather.

(b) The^ ,r • pier onu^r e c or d e r

Geophystco/ Brown, Sur eau of 41,nerol Resources, Geology ond GeoPhYvcs^ G82/3-56

TO ACCOMPANY RECORD No 1965/185



PLATE 3 

(0) A ~,~ .. IrrOI~' seismometer room showll'IC) IIl.horizonl( "'Imometer, .,..,Ihlhelr sty'ene fOQm cove', 

The .... 'I,co' ,.,Smomeler., also $1'10"1'\ 

b The S. $tnog,oPh c '1'0 belles 
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G82/3-58Geophysical Bronch,Bureou of Mineral Resources, Geology ond G;ophystcs

PLATE 4

(a) The bar-fluxmeter bor, calibration coil and protective rock wall

(b) A close-up photograph of the bar- fluxmeter bar showing the calibration coil, metal collar and terminals.
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PLATE 5

                       

a) The bar-fluxmeter recording section showing left toright:recording camera, illumination lamp for
fluxmeter and mirror, reserve prisms, mirror to reflect light from the lamp onto the graticule
in the comera, timemork lamp and fluxmeter. The bar-fluxmeter control box is shown under the table.

      

(b) The fluxmeter and optics.

        

eophys/col BroochBueou of klinero/ Resources,Geo/ogy and Geophysics
^ G82/3-59
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PLATE 6
SEISMOGRAPH CIRCUITS 

Long-period Seismographs 

Seismometer damping control
••••

208 n

125E1^ ,Q,

Seismometer coils

Short-period Seismograph

GEOPHYSICAL BRANCH, BUREAU OF MINERAL RESOURCES, GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS
^G82/3-5I
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VARIOMETER HUT TEMPERATURE CONTROL CIRCUIT 
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Circuit used to calibrate the bar-fluxmeter 

12·7 cm 
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PLATE 9 

-Pickup coi l 
15,000 turns 

.--'--, Hewlett Packard 
micralloll- ammeter 

L~-l Spedf. H02425A 
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